Case Study Tutorials
The Benefits of working with an Experienced Tutor
A CSNN approved tutor can help you develop thorough case studies with sound recommendations to better meet the
schools evaluation requirements.

Case Study Tutorials
#5 - Writing Case Study Reports Part I (1 hour) - $60
 Learn to analyze the Lifestyle and Nutri-System questionnaires confidently
 Critique a case study to enhance your learning.
 Develop and write comprehensive case studies that satisfy the marking requirements
This tutorial runs every Tuesday evening at 7 pm EST and is via skype and/or phone depending on the
number of students enrolled

#6 - Writing Case Studies Part II - Using Additional Resources (3/4 hour) - $35
 Learn how to use additional resources to develop recommendations faster and easier
 Bring your case study questions to the tutorial for discussion
This tutorial runs every Tuesday evening at 8:15 pm EST and is via skype and/or phone depending on
the number of students enrolled. It is best to take this tutorial one week after Part I.

#7 - Writing Case Study Follow up Reports (1/2 hour) - $35


Develop and write comprehensive follow up reports efficiently and use techniques to develop the
essential progress summary.
It is best to take this tutorial as soon as you have passed your case studies and before you give your
recommendations to your participants.
Details and Costs
 Payment can be made by credit card or email transfer
 HST is not included in prices quoted
Tutorial Registration and Information: (705) 724-9190 www.biancachurch.com
The Tutor
As Teaching Assistant for CSNN Distance Education and through her experience in marking numerous tests and case
studies for the CSNN Distance Ed Diploma program, Bianca has identified key areas where students could improve their
chances of success and make more efficient use of their time. She has designed these sessions to help students complete
their studies quickly, effectively in a way that also facilitates their understanding . In addition to her work as a Teaching
Assistant, Bianca Church is owner and operator of Nature’s Wellness Nutrition Consulting, Wellness Business Systems
business coaching, and is CSNN's Curriculum Coordinator. She is a graduate of the Canadian School of Natural Nutrition
Distance Education, recipient of CSNN’s Award of Excellence and has over 4000 hours of teaching experience.

Testimonials
Hi Bianca,
Just wanted to say thanks again for all of your help - that tutorial really cleared up a lot of things for me, and I
am sure this will help my next 11 case studies.
Look forward to more in the next tutorial. :)
Thanks again! -Sandra.*
Thank you very much Bianca for your time today. I have confidence to write my case studies now!
Regards, Daphne

